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Recognizing the Obvious: Hard Data from Israel Reveals Vaccine Failure

By Vasko Kohlmayer, September 06, 2021

All through this year Israel has been praised and admired for the efficiency of its vaccination
drive. Today it is one of the most vaccinated countries in the world with over 80 percent of
its adult population having been double-jabbed.

New York Health Commissioner Repeals Mask Mandate for Unvaxxed after Federal Lawsuit
Filed

By Children’s Health Defense, September 06, 2021

Children’s Health Defense supported the lawsuit filed by William Ouweleen which challenged
the constitutionality of the emergency mask mandate requiring unvaccinated people to
wear masks while vaccinated people could go mask-free.

Microbiologist Explains COVID Jab Effects: Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi

By Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi and Dr. Joseph Mercola, September 06, 2021

Antibody-dependent  enhancement  (ADE)  refers  to  a  condition  where  the  vaccination
augments your risk of serious infection. We are now starting to see evidence that ADE is
occurring in the vaccinated population.

On Child Vaccines, Why Are the Experts Being Bullied to Follow ‘The Science’?

By Jonathan Cook, September 06, 2021
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There are a few revealing snippets buried in the media reports of the JCVI’s reasons for
delaying child vaccinations – information that challenges other parts of the vaccination
narrative that have been unassailable till now.

The WHO Confirms that the Covid-19 PCR Test is Flawed: Estimates of “Positive Cases” are
Meaningless. The Lockdown Has No Scientific Basis

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 06, 2021

The biggest lie, which is firmly acknowledged both by scientific opinion and the WHO is that
the RT-PCR test used to “detect” the spread of the virus (as well as the variants) is not only
flawed but TOTALLY INVALID.

Video:  From  Anthrax  to  COVID:  Fighting  the  U.S.  Defense  Department’s  Dangerous
Vaccination Orders

By Frank Spinner and Kristina Borjesson, September 05, 2021

In the wake of the Pentagon ordering more than 800,000 members of the military to take
the  covid  vaccine,  former  Air  Force  attorney  Frank  Spinner,  who  represented  the  first
military doctor to refuse a similar order to take the anthrax vaccine 20 years ago and is now
representing military members…

COVID-19 Establishment Narrative Built on Foundation of Straw. PCR Test Results are Invalid

By Mark Taliano, September 05, 2021

Foundational to the unreasonable Fear agenda, is the RT-PCR test, yet the test data is
invalid. The test, for example, does not discern whether a person is infectious, nor does it
distinguish between the flu or COVID.

Economic Collapse Not Caused by COVID and Won’t Improve with Vaccines

By Dr. Shawgi Tell, September 05, 2021

For  major  owners  of  capital,  the  “COVID  Pandemic”  has  been  a  perfect  pretext  and
scapegoat for an obsolete economy failing due to its own intrinsic logic and dynamics.
COVID has been a convenient and timely cover for the ongoing global economic decline that
started well before the “COVID Pandemic.”
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Video: The Spike Protein Injection. No Such Thing as a “Delta Variant”. It’s a Fallacy

By Dr. David Martin and Reiner Fuellmich, September 05, 2021

Dr.  David  Martin  exposes  the  players  and  spike  protein  injection  patents  since
2002.  Interviewed  by  Reiner  Fuellmich.

CDC: Teens Injected with COVID Shots Have 7.5 X More Deaths, 15 X More Disabilities, 44 X
More Hospitalizations than All FDA Approved Vaccines in 2021

By Brian Shilhavy, September 05, 2021

There have now been more than twice as many deaths recorded following COVID-19 shots
during  the  past  9  months  since  the  COVID-19  shots  were  given  emergency  use
authorization, than deaths recorded following ALL vaccines for the past 30 years.
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